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A 15 MeV proton diagnosticfor DIII-D

HAU DUONG AND W.W. HEIDBR.INK

University of California, Iwine, California 92717

A 15 MeV proton diagnostic that is patterned after the ASDEX proton probe is

presently being fabricated for the D III-D tokamak. A bellows assembly inserts a

silicon detector into the vacuum for plasma operation and retracts it for baking.

The detector preamplifier is situated in a reentrant tube (at atmosphere) beside the
d

- detector; electrically, the whole assembly is referenced to vessel potential. Orbit

calculations in realistic magnetic field geometries predict a proton detection efficiency

of O(10-7). The diagnostic will be used for burnup studies at high/3 and particle

transport studies in the H-mode.



INTRODUCTION

Charged fusion products have been detected with silicon surface barrier detectors

in the PLT, i-4 PDX, 5 TFR, B ASDEX, 7 TFTR, s and JET 9 tokamaks. Appli-
L

cations of these measurements have included studies of the confinement of 0.8 MeV

_He ions 5'i°,li and studies of the transport of thermal 3He ions. 2,i2,1a "vVe have

designed and begun fabricating a similar diagnostic for studies of particle transport

in the H-mode and of fusion-product confinement at. high/3 in the DHI-D tokamak.

This paper describes the mechanical and electrical design of the probe (Section I),

the calculated signal levels (Section II), and the anticipated applications (Section III)

of this new diagnostic.

I. MECHANICAL AND ELECTRICAL DESIGN

At the center of the 15 MeV proton diagnostic is a rectangular silicon surface

barrier detector (SSBD). i4 The SSBD has an active area of 0.3 cmx 2.5 cm and a

maximum depletion depth of 2.0 mm. A reverse bias (380 V maximum) is applied

to the p-n junction of the detector, which creates a depleted region in the sensitive

portion of the detector. In this depletion region, electron-hole pairs are created for

each 3.62 eV of energy deposited by a proton or other charged particle. This results

in a current pulse that is proportional to the energy of the incident particle. The

depletion depth of 2.0 mm exceeds the range of 15 MeV protons in silicon (1.4 mm).

The detector housing consists mainly of a stainless steel platform and an inconel

shield cap (Fig. 1). The shield cap prevents photons from the plasma from striking

the detector. Incident protons enter through a slot in thc shield cap that is oriented
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at a 45 ° angle (away from the plasma) with respect to the detector's nozwnal. A

100#m aluminum foil is placed directly on top of the diode to further shield it

against scattered photons, other fusion products, and backgromld plasma. A second,

"blind", detector of equal active area and depletion depth is placed directly beneath

the primary diode to diagnose the background from 14 MeV neutrons, X rays, and

other forms of interference. To minimize noise, most OtZTE(314 diodes are designed

with the sensitive face of the detector at grotm.d potential, Therefore, the applied

bias is supplied to the bottom face of the detector via a copper detector holder that

is connected with a flexible wire to a vacuum feedthrough. The detector holder is

insulated from the support platform with Macor.
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Fig, 1. Cutaway drawing of the detector head assembly. A typical proton
orbit into the detector is shown.
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The detector assembly (Fig. I) is attached to the end of the bellows assembly

illustrated in Fig. 2. When inserted for plasma operation, the detector is situated near

the outer wa_l of the vacuum vessel (R = 227 ca), facing upward, displaced downward

from the midplane (z = -79 ca) in the direction of the ion _'B drift, (for the normal

DIII-D toroidal field orientation). When the vacuum vessel is baked to 300 ° C, the

probe is retracted behind a gate valve to protect the detector. The valve-bellows

assembly also allows installation and maintenance of the probe without venting the

vessel to atmosphere. During plasma operation, an inconel shield minimizes heating

of the detector head. The shield is designed to absorb as much of the plasma radiative

heat load as possible without obstructing the proton orbits. Calculations predict a

probe temperature reduction of approximately 20% with usage of the shield. The

vacuum interface occurs at the end of a reentrant tube near the detector (Fig. 1); the

preaxnplifiers are housed in this tube just outside the vacuum flange (Fig. 2). The

inward force on the flange due to atmospheric pressure is approximately 90 N. The

tube is prevented from shooting into the vacuum vessel by a series of stops located

along the bellows guides and around the probe head. A manual cable and pulley

system is used to retract the probe.

The electronics foi- the diagnostic are illustrated in Fig. 3. The electrical

common for the detector, preamplifier, amplifier, and detector bias are allowed to

float to the vessel potential in order to minimize charge coupling to the detector

via stray capacitances. This electrical configuration was employed by Bosch, 7 who

achieved excellent energy resolution and noise immunity. The preamplifier is is a

current-sensitive low-input impedance amplifier that converts fast current pulses into
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Fig;. 2. Elevation of the 15 MeV proton diagnostic.

voltage pulses. Relative to a charge-sensitive preamplifier, a current-sensitive pream-

plifier offers better temporal response at the expense of energy resolution. Since the

expected Doppler width of the 15 MeV pr( on line is several MeV, z_ energy resolu--

Lion can be sacrificed in order to avoid dimculties associated with pulse pileup. The

amplifier, 17 high voltage supply, 18 and preamplifier power supply are housed in a NIM

crate in mn electrically isolated rack. The amplified signal passes through an optical

isolator 19 to the DIII-D "Annex", where the signal is analyzed by a bank of single
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Fig, 3. Block diagram of the electronics for the 15 MeV proton diagnostic.
The electronics for the blind detector are identical to those for the
proton detector. Signal from the blind diode is subtracted from the
proton diodesignal during analysis.

chanIiel analyzers 2° and scalers. 2i Archived data are transferred to a VAX cluster 22

for analysis.

il. DETECTOR EFFICIENCY

The fraction of created 15 MeV protons that strike the detector, or detection

e_ciency of the probe, is calculated by following the proton orbits from the detector

backward in time into the plasma. This is accomplished with the aid of a modified
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version of the orbit code developed at Princeton for fusion product studies. 23 The

program integrates the equation of motion of a particle of mass m, and charge q in an

external magnetic field/_,

d{ _ q ({x (1)dt m

to find the orbit path. The original Princeton code assumed circular flux surfaces.

D III,D flux surfaces are asymmetrical and elongated and cannot be accurately mod-

elled analytically. Instead, the magnetic fields were calculated numerically using the

EFIT equilibrium code. 24 This code uses actual data from edge magnetic diagnostics

to reconstruct the plasma shape and current profile. Typical 15 MeV proton orbits

for a high/3 discharge and a high-current, H-mode discharge are illustrated in Fig. 4.

The modified orbit code integrates the equation

fdA f cos _ dfl f S dl

_= 47r f SdV ' (2)

where e is the detector efficiency, A is the detector area, _ is the detector solid angle,

is the angle between the incident proton velocity vector e_d the detector normal,

dV is the plasma volume element, and S is the d-3He fusion emissivity. The equation

is derived from conservation of phase space by assuming that the volume in phase

space intercepted by the detector must equal the intercepted phase space volume of

the plasma. Calculation of the detection efficiency with the orbit code results in a

value of e = 2.4 xl0 -r for a typical high 13 discharge [Fig. 4(a)] and e = 1.6 x 10 -7

for a typical high current discharge [Fig. 4(b)]. Since typical d(d,n)_He reaction rates
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Fig. 4. Poloidal projection of a 15 MeV proton orbit: onto LhcDIII-D cross
section. Note that the relatively low toroidal field of DIII-D al-
lows centrally-born protons Lo strike the detector mounted near the
vacuum vessel wall. The doLLed lines are the flux surfaces calcu-
lated by EFIT. 24 (a) .BL = 0.81 T', Ip = 1.28 MA', /3t _ 5%.

(b) /7_ = 2.13 T; [p = 1.93 MA.

are 10z4-_5 in DIII-D aad the ratio of d(aHe,p)c_ reactions to d(d,n)atte reactions is

theoretically of O(10-a), s thls implies that typical count rates should exceed 104 cps.

We plan to corroborate Our calculated detection efficiencies with aHe gas pumng

experiments similar to those performed on PLT. s
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III. APPLICATIONS

Development of the 15 MeV proton diagnostic on DIII-D is targeted towards

two main experiments. The first of these is a study of the confinement of 0.8 MeV at-le

ions in high _ plasmas using the "burnup" technique, s A previous study of fusion-

product confinement at high /3 found large anomalous losses due to the fishbone

instability, 1° Since an ignited tokamak must confine alpha particles at high/3 to be

economically attractive, it is important to investigate the generality of this previous

study. In DIII-D, we hope to study high _ plasmas that are stable to fishbones and

to incorporate simultaneous measurements of the time evolution of the 1 MeV triton

burnup.

A second planned study is to compare particle transport of ai-le ions in the

L-mode, the quiescent H-mode, and at ELMs. Previously, the confinement of trace

high Z impurity ions was found to improve at the L-to-H transition. 2s We also hope to

study deuterium particle transport during aHe neutral beam injection into a hytlrogen

or helium H-mode plasma.
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